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Notes on linguistic history, with special reference to English       

[FP, last updated: 24 Oct 12, 3 Apr 13, 21 Oct 13, May 14, Oct 14] 
 
 

1.  Introduction 
 

Questions: What is linguistic history?   
What is, thus, the subject matter of Historical Linguistics? 

 
Answer: Linguistic history is PAST linguistic events and changes 
    (= transitions from one linguistic state to another),  
    or also non-changes (states remaining the same) 
 
In principle the same as for political history, social history, cultural 
history, history of ideas, history of architecture, history of fashion, ... 
 
The question, for us, is:  What are “linguistic events/changes of state”?   
 

Is the answer:  They are to do with “language(s)”?   
Language is what happens;  languages change (or remain unaltered). 
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Is this linguistic history?  Or rather, what do such statements mean? 
What historical events are being referred to in such statements? 
 
 

• In Early Modern English (1500–1700) long vowels were raised 
or, if already high, diphthongised (Great Vowel Shift) – as in 
these words: 

 

ti…d > tajd <tide> 
lu…d  > lawd <loud> 
ge…s > gi…s, gijs <geese> 
sE… > si…, sij <sea> 
go…s > gu…s, guws <goose> 
brO…k´n > bro…k´n, browk´n <broken> 
na…m´ > ne…m, nejm <name> 
 

NB: In historical linguistics the greater-than sign “>” is used as 
shorthand for ‘changes into’;  reversed, “<” means ‘derives from’.   

 But what ‘changes into’ or ‘derives from’ mean is the question. 
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• The Old English word dēor /de…´r/ changed its form to deer 
/dI´(r)/ (see above, GVS) and its meaning from ‘wild animal’ to, 
more narrowly, ‘ruminant swift-footed animal of the family 
Cervidae, especially the smaller species’. 

 

• English lost inflectional case endings and its basic word order at 
clause level became rigidly SVO.  (A drift from “synthetic” to 
“analytic” grammar occurred between Old and Modern English.) 

 
• English borrowed the 3rd person plural personal pronoun  
 – its subject, object, and possessive forms they, them, and their –  
 from Old Norse, replacing original Old English hī, him, hira.  
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2.  What is a “language” and how can “language” change? 
 

(Relatively brief) answer:  What we call a “language” is 
 

• manifested through individual communicative acts (SPEECH ACTS or 
UTTERANCES), taking place at a particular place and and a particular 
time and in a particular context and involving particular people (in 
the speech-act roles of utterer, addressee(s), and perhaps bystander(s)) 
in a particular social setting);   

 

•   performed on the basis of a LEXICON (a finite set of basic building 
blocks) and in accordance with the rules and constraints of a 
GRAMMAR (= combinatorics for basic building blocks); 

 

•   with the lexicon and grammar (= the know-how for performing 
speech acts) being represented in the MIND/BRAIN of the INDIVIDUALS 
who can communicate in that language.  
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•   This mental lexicon & grammar is TRANSMITTED from one generation 
to the next within populations in two ways:   
(i) CULTURALLY (learning from experience), hence allowing for 
variation,   
(ii) GENETICALLY, guaranteeing uniformity across the whole species. 
 

•   This mental lexicon & grammar is SHARED by the members of a 
SPEECH COMMUNITY, at least to such an extent as to guarantee mutual 
understanding (or at any rate a continuum of mutual understanding 
between neighbours, though not necessarily between those furthest 
apart in a sizeable speech community spread out over a large 
territory, or indeed over several non-adjacent territories). 

 
•   The mental lexicon & grammar and the speech acts produced accordingly 

are given the status, on political and group-psychological rather than 
linguistic grounds, of being IN A SPECIAL WAY DIFFERENT from others. 

 (What is a language and what a dialect of a language?  A language is a 
dialect with an army and a navy.) 
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individuals of generation n: mental lexicon & grammar    ⇒    speech/utterances 
       (forms-in-systems, rules and 
       constraints for forms-in-constructions) 
 
 
individuals of generation n+1:       mental lexicon & grammar    ⇒    speech/utterances 
 
                     

population a at time t and place p 
           
 
⇒   produce and comprehend (= linguistic acts) 
   learn from experience (through "abduction" = kind of logical inference different  

from induction and deduction, guessing) (social transmission) 
 inherit (genetic transmission) 
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If linguistic history is about “languages” changing (or remaining 
constant), then it must really be about speech acts, mental lexicons & 
grammars, and speech communities and about what is different and the 
same about them over time. 
 
These, therefore, are the elements of historical linguistics. 
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AGENTS/PROTAGONISTS of linguistic history: 
 

• individuals (planning, executing, processing speech acts;   
 having a lifespan of x years); 
 

• generations (individuals witnessing speech acts and acquiring a 
lexicon & grammar on this basis at the same time;  distance between 
generations ca. 25 years); 

 

• speech communities (individuals sharing a lexicon & grammar,  
 with social networks connecting sub-communities); 
 

• Sprachbünde:  speech communities in contact with each other,  
 with individual members having a chance to witness speech acts 

produced in accordance with the different lexicons & grammars of 
one community and the other(s), and adopting (“borrowing”) parts of 
a lexicon & grammar from beyond their own speech community. 
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TIME in linguistic history: 
 

• the time course of the planning and execution and of the processing 
of speech acts;  

 

• the lifespan available for individuals to acquire and reorganise a 
lexicon & grammar and to participate in speech acts, and also for 
linguistic abilities to be impaired or undergo attrition with age;  

 

• the time it takes for linguistic innovations of individuals or subgroups 
to diffuse through larger sections of socially and generationally 
layered speech communities (social diffusion);  

 

• the history of generations of members of speech communities 
having the same or a different lexicon & grammar as the preceding 
generation (ca. 25 years their elders) whose speech acts they have 
been witnessing or as the members of other speech communities they 
have come to be in contact with;  

 

• the evolution of homo sapiens sapiens (= loquens), with a crucial 
transition that from pre-Language to Language. 
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Statements like the following are frequently encountered in linguistic 
history books – but they are either abbreviatory (using the term 
“language” for complex states of affairs involving speech acts, mental 
lexicons & grammars, and speech communities) or metaphorical 
(suggesting that “languages” are [like] organisms or things, individuals 
with properties and possessions), and to make sense they need to be 
expanded and translated into these terms above.  
 

 
 

•  “English and Frisian are members of the West Germanic sub-family 
within the Germanic family, which, with Celtic, Slavonic et al., in 
turn is a member of the Indo-European family/stock/phylum”  

 (Sounds like a statement such as this:  “John and Mary are members 
of the Smith family” – but what does it mean?); 

 
•  “Sometime in the 11th or 12th century Old English turned into Middle 

English ”  
 (Sounds like a statement such as this: “After several weeks, the 

caterpillar turned into a butterfly” – but what does it mean?); 
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•  “All long vowels of English changed into the corresponding higher 
vowels, or into diphthongs if they couldn’t raise further (a change 
known as The Great Vowel Shift)”  

 (Sounds like a statement such as this:  “Over the last three weeks, all 
green leaves on this tree have turned red” – but what does it mean?); 

 
•  “English borrowed the word crag ‘high, steep, sharp, or rugged mass 

of rock’ as well as the progressive aspect from Celtic”  
 (Sounds like a statement such as this:  “Jones borrowed the bicycle 

and a road map from Smith” – but what does it mean?).   
 
 
 
 
Homework: 
Answer these questions “What does it mean?”
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3.  Linguistic history is really two histories  
         – and requires two kinds of historians 
 
Linguistic history is to do with both 
  
(i) the history of speech communities (sometimes called “external 
history” [= social history]) and  
 
(ii) the history of lexicons and grammars, that is, with what is going in 
the brains of individual members of speech communities (sometimes 
called “internal history” [= history of the mind]). 
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3.1.  External linguistic history (= social history) 
 
The history of speech communities is the history of populations 
 
•  which occupy some particular geographical territory during some 

particular period of time;  
 

• which form small (and homogeneous) or large (and heterogeneous) 
groups, with the population size remaining constant or growing or 
declining and with social network structures also changeable in 
time, perhaps with concomitant differences in (i) environmental 
conditions, (ii) economic activities and technological achievements, 
(iii) social organisation, and (iv) cultural beliefs and practices; 

 

• which may keep together for some time but at some point may split 
up and eventually lose touch;   

 

• which may stay put or be on the move, entering vacant lands or, 
more likely, territories already occupied by other populations;   
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• which may live in relative cultural isolation or be in close contact 
with their neighbours or with populations sharing a territory or a 
culture or trading goods with them;  

  

• and whose members perform speech acts, and perhaps also writing 
acts (which tend to be less evanescent), according to norms shared 
within the community.   
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This last point is crucial. 
 

(Human) population history is a subject for many academic disciplines:  
(historical) sociology, (social and physical) anthropology, political 
science, (human) geography, (human) ecology, archaeology, 
palaeontology, genetics, ...   
This is because populations can be defined on all kinds of grounds:  
genetically, ethnically, by habitat, by religion, other beliefs and cultural 
practices. 
 
It is the activity of performing speech acts according to shared norms,  
a know-how represented in the brain (mental lexicon&grammar), which 
makes a population a speech community and therefore the subject of 
historical linguistics, rather than only of general (social, political) 
history, historical anthropology or sociology, ecology, geography, 
archaeology, human genetics, or even palaeontology.  
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Bear in mind that the social units at issue, speech communities, are not 
necessarily ethnically, let alone genetically homogeneous groups.   
To some extent they apparently are – which is remarkable, considering 
how much easier it is to change one’s language than one’s passport, let 
alone one’s genes. 
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What can happen to a speech community in time (in the sense of:  
history of generations)?   
 
These, in a nutshell, are the most significant kinds of LIFE EVENTS in the 
history of a speech community. 
 
First, its membership can GROW or SHRINK.   
Note that this does not necessarily mean the number of people of some 
social or political or ethnic group increases or decreases:  it only means 
the number of people sharing a particular lexicon & grammar increases 
or decreases.   
 
This can happen  
(i)  through growth or shrinkage of the population of the social-political 

or perhaps ethnic group where the same lexicon & grammar is in 
use, or  

(ii)  through individuals or groups of people changing the speech 
community, joining another speech community than the one they 
used to be members of.    
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The extreme cases of growth and shrinkage are that a speech community 
COMES INTO or GOES OUT OF EXISTENCE.   
 
DISSOLUTION can happen  
 

(i)  through the physical extinction of a population sharing a lexicon & 
grammar or, less dramatically,  

 

(ii)  as a result of all members of a speech community leaving that 
speech community for good and joining another speech community, 
with the new generation discontinuing to acquire the old lexicon & 
grammar and instead acquiring the lexicon & grammar of the other 
speech community.   
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Possible ORIGINS of speech communities are  
 

(i)  the first acquisition by a population of a lexicon & grammar from 
scratch and with no model (a rare type of event, which perhaps only 
happened once, some 100-200,000 years ago in East Africa, 
assuming monogenesis rather than polygenesis – but there are 
documented cases of sign languages being newly created by village 
deaf communities without the model of other sign languages!),  

 

(ii)  the acquisition of an increasingly different lexicon & grammar in 
the wake of a SPLIT in an existing speech community, and  

 

(iii)  the acquisition of an increasingly different lexicon & grammar in 
the wake of a MERGER of existing speech communities.  
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Second, a speech community can STAY PUT (for a while) or BE ON THE 
MOVE, withdrawing to a subpart of its former territory, extending its 
territory beyond the former boundaries, or giving up its old territory and 
finding itself a new one, close by or at a distance (by land or sea).  
 
Population increases, changes of climatic or other environmental 
conditions (long-term or sudden catastrophic), social modes of 
subsistence (such as the practising of hunting and gathering or nomadic 
pastoralist economies), pressures exerted by other populations, or mere 
Wanderlust are obvious motives for population movements.  
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Third, a speech community can REMAIN ONE or SPLIT UP into two or 
more speech communities.   
 
A split is especially likely to occur when parts of a speech community 
move somewhere else and cease to remain in contact (the sort of 
intensive communicative contact that is conducive to the acquisition of 
the same lexicon & grammar). 
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Fourth, a speech community can be ISOLATED from other speech 
communities, for geographical or social-cultural reasons (it is possible 
for neighbours or even occupants of the same territory not to 
communicate with each other, or strictly keep the in-group and out-
group modes of communication separate), or it can be in CONTACT with 
other speech communities – in communicative contact, that is, enabled 
by geographical or cultural nearness.   
 
The most intensive form of contact is the MIXING and eventual MERGER 
of two or more speech communities into one.       
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Food for thought: 
 
Try to exemplify such linguistic life events from the history of the English and 
its ancestral speech communities.   
 
The Story of English (McCrum et al. 1986) is a book entirely devoted to the 
story, not of the English language, but of the English speech community;   
and it is therefore a good source to consult for this sort of question, although it 
is really aimed at a general audience rather than at linguistic specialists.   
(In other words:  Read that book!  Or watch the BBC programme that came with 
the book!  It’s available online:  http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/story-of-
english/.  Equally or even more non-technical, but too triumphalist for my taste 
is a similar ITV programme of 2003:  Melvyn Bragg’s The Adventure of English 
(http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/adventure-of-english/;  Episode 1: Birth of a 
Language, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsVz5U76kX0,)    
 
But any standard history of English from the Reading List provides similar 
information, though less lavishly illustrated.  
  
Maps are especially useful illustrations here, in combination with figures.  
(Pictures of people tend to be less relevant.) 
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Here are some keywords, in backwards chronology: 
 

• English-based pidgins and creoles:  New speech communities? 
 
• “New Englishes”:  Are their speakers part of the same speech community 

as the speakers of the “Old English” of the British Isles or new speech 
communities?  Look, not only at North American, Australian, and New 
Zealand English, but for instance at Indian English (English speech 
community in contact with many Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Austroasiatic, 
Tibeto-Burman speech communities) or South African English (English 
speech community in contact with many Bantu, Khoisan, and Afrikaans 
speech communities); 

 
• the Normans (Romance-speaking, a kind of French, but why called 

“Normans”?); 
 
• the Vikings (North Germanic); 
 
• the “British” (insular Celts); 
 
• the Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Frisians (and perhaps the odd Swabians 

among them); 
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• the Ingvaeones [Nordsee], Istvaeones [Rhein-Weser], Erminones [Elbe]  
 (= together forming the West Germanic confederation), and the North 

Germanic and East Germanic peoples; 
 
• The Germani (The Jastorf Culture, the Urnfield and Battle-Axe people), 

within the Corded-Ware Culture Complex [Schnurkeramiker], following 
upon the Globular-Amphorae Culture [Kugelamphoren] superseding the 
Funnel-Beaker Culture [Trichterbecherer];    

 
• The Indo-Europeans (most probably the Sredny Stog Culture of the south 

Russian, esp. Ukrainian steppe, turning into the Pit Grave Culture with its 
burial mounds, or kurgans) – but just about everywhere else has been in the 
running for the Urheimat (Anatolia, the Caucasus, the Balkans, the Danube 
basin, the Baltic area), or also no one in particular; 

 
• before the Indo-Europeans and after homo sapiens first became loquens, 

thereafter perhaps mingling with others such as the Neandertals or 
Denisovans. 
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3.2.  Internal linguistic history (= history of the mind) 
 
The history of lexicons and grammars is the history of the systems of 
linguistic FORMS (= lexicon) and the rules for and constraints on 
linguistic CONSTRUCTIONS (= grammar) as represented in the minds 
(brains) of each member of a speech community, which is what enables 
them to perform such speech acts as are in accordance with shared 
communal norms.   
 

The mode of transmission of a lexicon and grammar from one 
generation to the next is partly genetic (linguistic universals, Language, 
big L) and partly social;  history comes in mainly through the social part, 
the learning from experience, which is responsible for change.   
 

The genetic part is only subject to change in the longer-term dimension 
of human evolution.  And there is also the possibility of genetic defects, 
running in families, which specifically impair linguistic genes and thus 
bring about change for the families affected, though not for speech 
communities as a whole.   
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Insofar as they are not genetically predetermined, lexicons and 
grammars are learnt from experience by each new generation:   
speech acts witnessed in the speech community are the experience on 
the basis of which new members of the speech community form, and 
often revise, their own hypotheses about the lexicon and grammar to be 
acquired in order to attain group membership (trial and error).   
 
Even the most inconspicuous conformists among them, shunning every 
extravagance in their speech behaviour, cannot be sure they will (by 
“abductive” inference) arrive at exactly the same lexicons and grammars 
as their elders:   
uniform outcomes of learning processes would in fact be rather 
surprising, considering how complex the lexicons and grammars are that 
have to be learnt from experience, and considering also that especially 
within more heterogeneous communities there will always be some 
amount of variation in the speech acts encountered by learners.   
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There may be speech acts to be heard in one community or one area that 
are produced from more than one lexicon and grammar, and under such 
circumstances individual persons may come to internalise more than one 
lexicon and grammar at different times of their lives (bi- or multi-
lingualism).   
 
The learning of a lexicon and grammar is rife with REANALYSIS: 
learners doing things differently than their models.   
 
REANALYSIS is what all (internal) linguistic change consists in.   
 
Reanalyses, especially when they have come to prevail throughout a 
speech community or when they have brought about a split in a speech 
community (with some members going along with a reanalysis first 
made by one or a few innovators, while others don’t), are the events that 
(internal) linguistic history sings of.   
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Unlike the events of population history outlined above (movements, 
splits, contacts, etc.), they are internal events that have happened inside 
the heads (minds, brains) of speakers/hearers.   
 

How can historians know anything about such internal events? 
They can’t do psycho- and neurolinguistic experiments on people long 
gone.  
Still, sometimes, linguistic historians, applying the methods of their 
trade, can make more or less confident hypothetical inferences about 
such internal events from the actual speech acts performed and recorded 
for posterity (e.g., through writing).  
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Drawing Family Trees:   
What matters are shared INNOVATIONS, not shared RETENTIONS 
 

PROBLEM 1 
 

Suppose you have three languages — A, B, C — all of which (we know) are historically related, 
being derivatives of the proto-language P.  Suppose further you have to decide between two 
alternative ways of representing the historical relations in terms of a family tree: 
 

 P      P 
 
  

A B C    A  X 
 
 
        B  C   
 

Would the following evidence allow you to decide between the left and the right tree?  
(Obviously this is very little evidence, and one would want more to make one’s case.)  The left 
tree is in a sense simpler, with A, B, and C as equally close relatives of each other (daughters of 
the same mother, that is, sisters), while in the right tree, B and C are closer to each other than 
either is to A (with B and C thus not daughters of the same mother as A).  
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Here’s the evidence:  The word for the number ‘10’ has been plausibly reconstructed for the 
proto-language P as *tehan.  In language A, the word for ‘10’ is zehn /tsen/;  in language B it is 

tien /tiÚn/;  and in language C it is ten /t”n/.  Assume that only the initial consonant matters, and 

assume also there are many further words where proto-language initial *t comes out as /ts/ or /t/ 
in A and B/C respectively.   
 

This speaks for the left tree  _____  This speaks for the right tree  _____ 
 

   This is consistent with both trees  _____ 
 

Why?  
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Now suppose the evidence is slightly different: 
 

The word for the number ‘10’ has been plausibly reconstructed for the proto-language P as 
*tehan.  In language A, the word for ‘10’ is ten /t”n/;  in language B it is zehn /tsen/;  and in 

language C it is zää /tsœ…/.  Assume again that only the initial consonant matters, and assume 

also there are many further words where proto-language initial *t comes out as /t/ or /ts/ in A and 
B/C respectively.  

 

Would this evidence allow you to decide between the left and the right tree above? 
 

This speaks for the left tree  _____  This speaks for the right tree  _____ 
 

   This is consistent with both trees  _____ 
Why?  
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PROBLEM 2 
[The answers which I believe are in the right direction are given in red:  ignore them when you do the problem yourself] 
 

Assume the following (admittedly scarce) information is all you have.  We know nothing else 
about the internal or external history of the languages mentioned.  Any similarity with real 
languages is purely coincidental.   
 
There is a language, let’s call it Old Inglish, which has these words: 

ús ‘us’;  fíf ‘five’;  wÿscan ‘to wish’;  gés ‘geese’;  án ‘one’ (numeral)  
There is another language, let’s call it Hochtoitsch, which has these words: 
 uns ‘us’;  fünf ‘five’ (pronounced [fYmf]);  wünschen ‘to wish’;  Gänse ‘geese’;   

eins ‘one’ 
There is a third language, let’s call it Züritüütsch, which has these words: 
 öis ‘us’;  föif ‘five’;  wöische ‘to wish’;  gäisse ‘geese’;  eis ‘one’ 
 

The spelling of these words tells you how they are to be pronounced when you take the 
correspondences between letters and phonemes as, roughly, in Modern High German as your 
guide.  Old Inglish also has length marks over vowels, and <sc> here is [S]. 
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On the evidence given, you rightly suspect that these three languages are historically 

related, in the sense of deriving from a common source.  At least these five words not only have 
the same meanings and very similar sounds:  what is most important, they are phonologically 
different, but the differences between them are systematic.  Such words showing systematic 
correspondences across languages are called “cognates”.   

 
The questions here are only about one particular difference between the word forms given:  

there either is a nasal consonant in them or there isn’t.  Assume this nasal has been present in the 
proto-language, before it split up.  Give the phonological environment for the loss of this nasal, in 
the languages which lost it: 

 

after Vowel, before Fricative 
(with Vowel lengthened in compensation) 
 

Which of the five words presents an additional problem concerning the loss of the nasal, and 
what is the problem it presents and what would be a plausible solution? 
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Old Inglish án ‘one’:  no following fricative, while Züritüütsch eis has one; 
which suggests that the proto-language also had it. 
But it would seem to have been lost in Old Inglish before the rule “Loss of Nasal before Fricative” was 
innovated;  so this word wasn’t affected in Old Inglish, unlike in Züritüütsch  
 

Now, draw and justify the family tree of the three languages that best accounts for the 
distribution of the nasal (retained or lost) between them – or also several family trees if you feel 
the evidence given is consistent with more than one.   
(And remember:  all you can go by is the information given above.)   
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      Proto-InglToiZüri 

 
 
            Hochtoitsch              Proto-InglZüri 
 
 
     Old Inglish          Züritüütsch 
 
 

This would be best insofar as an innovation in two languages – n-Loss in Old Inglish and Züritüütsch – 
can be seen as a single (internal-historical) event, happening at a stage when Old Inglish and Züritüütsch were 
still a single language, spoken in a single speech community.  Any other tree would imply that the same 
innovation independently happened twice, in Old Inglish and in Züritüütsch. 
 

But then, there are sound changes which are phonologically so natural that they can easily happen 
independently in totally different languages.  n-Loss before fricative is one of them.   
 

In actual fact, when you take “Old Inglish” for Old English from the Ingvaeonic branch), “Züritüütsch” 
for Züritüütsch (a variety of Alemannic spoken in and around Zürich;  Alemannic is an Upper German dialect 
of High German, from the Erminonic branch), and “Hochtoitsch” for Standard High German (from the 
Erminonic branch), there are many arguments for setting up a family tree like this (omitting much):  
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Proto-West Germanic 

 
 
              Ingvaeonic               Istvaeonic               Erminonic 
 
   

 ...               ...       High German 
    Old English 
                ...  
     Standard High German      Alemannic 
                     (incl. Züritüütsch) 
 

In other words, what Züritüütsch shares with Old English it can share (i) as common West Germanic 
heritage (but then it usually also shares this with Standard High German, unless there is good evidence for 
Standard High German having lost something independently) or (ii) as independent innovations (like n-
Loss). 
 

 
 
 
 
 


